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Abstract—In cognitive radio networks (CRNs), secure information transfer is of paramount importance for primary users
(PUs), while secondary users (SUs) mainly desire to ease the
starvation for transmission opportunities. To meet such different
requirements, cooperation between PUs and SUs can be leveraged
and therefore create a win-win situation. In this paper, we
investigate cooperative spectrum access for CRNs, which targets
to improve the secure transmission of PUs via cooperating SUs
that would be incented by certain transmission opportunities.
Two types of cooperation schemes are proposed, whereby the
PU either cooperates with two individual SUs or a cluster of
SUs, which are referred to as relay-jammer (R-J) scheme and
cluster-beamforming (C-B) scheme, respectively. In R-J scheme,
two individual SUs act as a relay and a friendly jammer to
improve the PU’s secrecy; In return, the PU allocates a fraction
of access time for the SUs’ transmission. To achieve the maximum
secrecy rate, joint time and power allocation is considered.
Particularly, the cooperating relay and jammer determine the
optimal transmission power, while the PU decides the optimal
time allocation strategy. In C-B scheme, the PU cooperates with
a cluster of SUs to enhance the secrecy of the primary link
via collaborative beamforming, where three different approaches
are proposed for the scenarios with one eavesdropper, with
multiple eavesdroppers, and without eavesdroppers’ information,
respectively. To maximize the secrecy rate, the weight selection
and time allocation are also studied. Simulation results are given
to validate the proposed schemes and demonstrate that the PU
can significantly enhance the secrecy through cooperation.
Index Terms—Cooperative spectrum access, security, cognitive
radio networks, beamforming, CCRN.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OGNITIVE radio network (CRN) is envisaged to improve spectrum utilization by allowing unlicensed users
to opportunistically exploit the unused spectrum bands which
are owned by licensed users [1]–[3]. Before accessing the
spectrum bands, unlicensed users need to conduct spectrum
sensing [4]. However, spectrum sensing may be inaccurate due
to the presence of multipath fading and shadowing. Moreover,
the energy consumption of spectrum sensing for identifying
the unused spectrum bands is significant as well. As an
alternative, unlicensed users can cooperate with licensed users
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to improve the latter’s transmission performance, and in return
to gain transmission opportunities as a reward. This form
of CRN is known as cooperative cognitive radio network
(CCRN).
Recently, there has been a flurry of research activities in
CCRN [5]–[9]. In [5], a three-phase cooperation scheme is
proposed, whereby the PU cooperates with a set of SUs
in the first two phases to increase PU’s transmission rate,
and the cooperating SUs start their transmissions in the last
phase. In [6], the cooperation between PUs and SUs is also
performed in a three-phase fashion, whereby SUs cooperates
with the PU to improve the PU’s utility and then share the
rewarding resource via a payment mechanism. Different from
[5], the PU maximizes its utility based on the transmission
rate and the revenue obtained from SUs. In [7], a two-phase
cooperation scheme is proposed, whereby the PU transmits its
signal to the SU in the first phase, and then the SU decodes
the received signal and superimposes it with its own signal to
broadcast in the second phase, using different power levels. In
summary, the above cooperation schemes aim to improve the
performance of PUs in terms of transmission rate, reliability,
or revenue, while SUs gain transmission opportunities as a
reward.
Since security is a critical issue in wireless environments
due to the broadcast nature of wireless communications [10],
PUs also have the need for secure communications. Traditionally, the security is dealt with by encryption at upper
layers; yet, it becomes very challenging for a network without
infrastructure [11]. Moreover, the encryption algorithms could
be compromised and an alternative way for enhancing the
security is to protect the transmitted signal from being received
or decoded by the eavesdroppers [12]. Recently, physical
(PHY) layer security, or information-theoretic security, has
attracted a lot of attentions in the research community [13]–
[15], which exploits the properties of the wireless channel
to secure communications. In [13], it is shown that the
perfectly secure information can be transmitted at a nonzero
rate from the source to the destination, while the eavesdropper
cannot learn anything regarding it. This rate is referred to the
secrecy rate, which is defined as the difference between the
transmission rate of the source-destination link and that of the
source-eavesdropper link. However, the secrecy rate would be
equal to zero when the source-destination channel is worse
than the source-eavesdropper channel.
To address the above issue, user cooperation has been
introduced to enhance the secrecy of communications [16]–
[20]. In [16], three types of schemes using decode-and-forward
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(DF), amplify-and-forward (AF), and cooperative jamming,
are proposed to improve the secrecy via cooperation. In [17],
distributed beamforming is leveraged at relays to enhance
the source’s secrecy. Nevertheless, these schemes cannot be
applied directly to CRNs because the special features of
CRNs have not been taken into consideration: i) PUs have
higher priorities for spectrum usage in CRNs; ii) it might
not be reasonable to assume that PUs and SUs cooperate
unconditionally with each other, since they have their own
interests. Considering the features of CRNs, a cooperation
based spectrum access is studied in [21], which improves
the security of the primary link and provides transmission
opportunities to SUs. However, the cooperation objective is
achieved at the expense of employing multiple antennas and
only the scenario with a single eavesdropper is considered.
In reality, the assumption of multiple antennas might not
be feasible. Moreover, more practical scenarios, where there
exist multiple eavesdroppers or the information regarding
eavesdropper(s) is not available, need to be investigated.
In this paper, we investigate cooperative spectrum access
for secure information transfer in CRNs. Considering the
features of CRNs, the cooperation is performed on a mutual
benefit basis. Since the PU has higher priority on spectrum
usage, the objective of cooperation is to maximize the secrecy
rate of the PU, given that SUs have the requirement on
the transmission rate. Specifically, two types of cooperation
schemes are proposed, whereby the PU cooperates with SUs
to deliver information securely and in return grants spectrum
access opportunities to the SUs. The PU can either cooperate
with two individual SUs (as a relay and a jammer), or a
cluster of SUs, which are referred to as relay-jammer (R-J)
scheme and cluster-beamforming (C-B) scheme, respectively.
In R-J scheme1 , the relay SU employs DF mode to transmit
the PU’s information, and in the meanwhile the jammer SU
creates artificial noise to confound the eavesdropper. In CB scheme, the SUs in the cluster enhance the secrecy of
the PU’s communication via collaborative beamforming and
the cooperation is studied for three different scenarios: in
the presence of an eavesdropper, in the presence of multiple
eavesdroppers, and without the channel state information
(CSI) of eavesdroppers, respectively. Especially, zero-forcing
beamforming is employed for the last two scenarios. To
maximize the secrecy rate, different from the existing works
on PHY layer security, joint time and transmission power
allocation is considered in R-J scheme, while the selection
of the beamforming weight and time allocation strategy are
jointly studied in C-B scheme.
In a nutshell, the contribution in this paper is mainly fourfold. First, in the presence of an eavesdropper, a cooperative
spectrum access scheme for two individual SUs is proposed to
enhance the PU’s security and gain transmission opportunities;
Second, for a cluster SUs, different cooperation approaches are
proposed for the following scenarios: with a single eavesdropper, with multiple eavesdroppers, and without any information
about eavesdroppers; Third, to the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work to maximize the secrecy rate by jointly
allocating time and transmission power; Finally, closed-form
1 R-J

scheme is only considered for the scenario with one eavesdropper.

Fig. 1. System model.

solutions in the low SNR regime2 are derived and numerical
results show that with the proposed cooperation schemes, the
secrecy of the primary link can be enhanced via cooperation
with SUs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
detailed description of the system model is given in Section
II. In Section III, R-J scheme is proposed, along with the
computation in terms of the transmission power and time
allocation. In Section IV, two C-B schemes are presented for
the scenario when the eavesdroppers’ CSI is known, which
can be further divided into two cases: with one eavesdropper
and with multiple eavesdroppers. Section V discusses the
cooperation under the case when the eavesdroppers’ CSI is
unavailable. Simulation results are provided in Section VI,
followed by the conclusion and future work in Section VII.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We present the system model in this section. As depicted
in Fig. 1, the system consists of a primary source (S), a
primary destination (D), multiple SUs, and an eavesdropper
(E) or multiple eavesdroppers who aim to decode the PU’s
information [22]. In the primary network, S holds a time slot
of duration T to communicate with D over a bandwidth of
W Hz. Different from [22] [23], which assume that there
is no direct link between S and either D or E, and only
focus on the secure information transfer from the relays to
D, we consider a more general case where there exist direct
links. It is known that when the channel between S and
D is worse than that between S and E, the secrecy rate is
zero. To transfer information securely, S either chooses two
cooperating SUs, i.e., a relay SU (R) and a jammer SU (J), or
a cluster (C) of SUs for cooperation, which are all considered
friendly3. This common assumption can be found in [17]–[24].
The cooperation between the PU and untrusted SUs has been
studied in one of our previous work [25], where trust values
of SUs are taken into consideration.
Cooperation can be performed in a three-phase fashion or
a two-phase fashion. The time structure for the three-phase
cooperation is shown in Fig. 1(a). A fraction α of the duration
T is used for the transmission from S to D, which is further
divided into two parts according to β, where 0 < α, β < 1.
2 The low SNR regime is considered just for simplicity of derivation and
it will not restrict the application of the proposed cooperative schemes to the
more general scenarios.
3 For SUs, the first and foremost need is to acquire access opportunities for
transmissions. In this regard, SUs don’t have much motivation to compromise
PUs’ secrecy. Otherwise, PUs may not be interested in cooperation with SUs.
As a consequence, SUs will lose transmission opportunities.
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Fig. 2. Time frame structure for cooperation

Particularly, in the first phase of α(1 − β)T , S transmits data
to cooperating SUs, which is also overheard by D and E. In
the second phase, a subsequent duration of αβT is leveraged
for the transmission from cooperating SUs to D. For R-J
scheme, shown in Fig. 1(a), R employs DF protocol to relay
the PU’s message to D, and simultaneously J transmits an
artificial jamming signal to confound E. For C-B scheme,
shown in Fig. 1(b), the SUs in C first decode the PU’s
message and then each of them forwards a weighted version
of that message to D via collaborative beamforming. In the
last phase, the remaining (1 − α)T is granted to cooperating
SUs for transmitting their own data as a reward, in which
the relay SU and jammer SU access the channel in a TDMA
fashion, while the SUs in C transmit the data to a common
secondary receiver via collaborative beamforming [26]. To
ease presentation, the period for the first two phases, i.e.,
(αT ), is termed as cooperation period, while the last phase
of (1 − α)T is termed as rewarding period. When there exist
multiple eavesdroppers, C-B scheme is carried out in a twophase fashion, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The operation in the first
phase is the same as that of the previous cases. In the second
phase, the cluster simultaneously transmits the PU’s message
and its own data.
Since SUs will not cooperate with the PU unconditionally,
SUs have a requirement on the expected overall transmission
rate R̄EX , which SUs desire through cooperation. However,
for the three-phase cooperation, the actual average transmission rate of SUs depends on the time period granted by
the PU. From the PU’s perspective, it tends to grant less
time to SUs, and hence transmission rate of SUs obtained
via cooperation will be much less than R̄EX . In order to
enforce the PU to grant an acceptable rewarding time, SUs’
strategy is to determine the effort that they are willing to
C
for
make during cooperation, i.e., the maximum power Pmax
cooperation, according to the transmission rate obtained. As
a result of the SUs’ strategy4 , if the PU chooses a lager α,
although the cooperation period is prolonged, the cooperating
SUs will choose a lower transmission power, which will
lead to a decrease in the performance during the cooperation
period. Then, the overall secrecy rate may be reduced. If the
PU chooses a smaller α to acquire more effort from SUs
during the cooperation period, although the performance in
the cooperation period is increased, the time for that period is
reduced, which may cause a drop in the overall secrecy rate.
A slow, flat, block Rayleigh fading environment is considered, where the channel remains static in one time slot and
changes independently over different time slots. The channel
coefficient from S to D is denoted by hSD . Similarly, we
have hSR , hSE , hRD , hRE , hJD , and hJE . The global CSI
4 The strategy of SUs for the two-phase cooperation is explicitly explained
in Section IV-B and Section V, respectively.

is available for the system, including D-related CSI (D-CSI)
and E-related CSI (E-CSI), which is a common assumption
in PHY layer security literature. The cooperation when ECSI is unavailable will be discussed in Section V. In addition,
additive white Gaussian noise is assumed with zero mean and
the one-side power spread density is N0 . Moreover, each node
is equipped with a single antenna and communicates with each
other in a half-duplex mode.
In the following, matrices and vectors are denoted by bold
uppercase letters and bold lowercase letters, respectively. (·)∗ ,
(·)T , and (·)† denote the conjugate, transpose, and conjugate
transpose, respectively. I denotes the identity matrix. [x]+
denotes the maximum value between x and 0, while x
denotes the optimal value of x. | · | denotes the magnitude of
a channel or the absolute value of a complex number, while
 ·  is the Euclidean norm of a vector or a matrix.
III. R-J C OOPERATION S CHEME
A. Problem Formulation
1) Secrecy Rate of PU: We use secrecy rate as a measure
for the secure communication. To obtain the secrecy rate, the
transmission rates at different nodes are calculated as follows.
In the first phase, S transmits data to R and the transmission
rate at R is given by
RR = W log2 (1 + γ),

(1)

P |hSR |2
W N0

where γ =
and P is the transmission power of the
PU.
In the second phase, R relays the PU’s message to D using
DF protocol, and simultaneously J broadcasts an artificial
jamming signal. Since D receives signals in both the first and
second phases, the transmission rate RD at D using maximal
ratio combining (MRC) is given by
RD = W log2 (1 + ξ +

PR |hRD |2
),
W N0 + PJ |hJD |2

(2)

where ξ = P |hSD |2 /(W N0 ) is the SNR from the first phase,
and PR and PJ are the transmission power of R and J during
cooperation, respectively.
Likewise, E also receives signals during the first two phases.
Therefore, the transmission rate at E can be expressed as
follows:
RE = W log2 (1 + δ +

PR |hRE |2
),
W N0 + PJ |hJE |2

(3)

where δ = P |hSE |2 /(W N0 ) is the SNR from the first phase.
When the DF cooperative communication is applied, the
overall transmission rate of D and E equal to the minimum
rate of the first two phases, respectively [27], i.e.,
R̄D = min{α(1 − β)RR , αβRD }
R̄E = min{α(1 − β)RR , αβRE }

(4)
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By definition, the secrecy rate RSEC is given by:
+

RSEC = [RD − RE ] ,

be further expressed as follows:
(5)

RR (RD − RE ) +
]
RR + RD
RR (RR + RE ) +
= α[RR −
] ,
RR + RD

R̄SEC = [αβ(RD − RE )]+ = α[

Substituting (4) into (5), the overall secrecy rate is then given
by
R̄SEC = [min{α(1 − β)RR , αβRD } − αβRE ]+

(6)

2) Overall Transmission Rate of SUs: Let PS,i be the
transmission power of SUi for its own communication, where
i = R or J. SUs are considered to have the same power
constraint Pmax . R and J transmit in a TDMA mode and
the overall transmission rate of SUi is given by
R̄S,i =

1−α
PS,i |hS,i |2
W log2 (1 +
),
2
W N0

(7)

where hS,i is the channel coefficient from i to its corresponding receiver.
As mentioned in the system model, SUs have an requirement on the expected overall transmission rate R̄EX via cooperation. From (7), R̄S,i is related to the time period granted
by the PU. To measure SUs’ degree of satisfaction on R̄S,i ,
R̄S,i
US,i is defined as US,i = min{ R̄EX
, 1}, which implies how
satisfactory SUi is with R̄S,i . For instance, if R̄S,i = R̄EX ,
US,i is equal to 1. In order to enforce the PU to grant an
acceptable rewarding time, SUs’ strategy is to determine the
effort that they are willing to make during cooperation, i.e.,
C
for cooperation, according to the
the maximum power Pmax
C
= US,i · Pmax .
degree of satisfaction. For simplicity, Pmax
In other words, the degree of effort that the SU is willing to
make depends on the degree of the satisfaction obtained. For
example, if US,i = 1, the SU is willing to devote full power
C
Pmax for cooperation, i.e., Pmax
= Pmax .
3) Secrecy Rate Maximization: Since the SU typically does
not have much transmission opportunities, it aims at maximizing the throughput by adopting Pmax for its own transmission.
Pmax |hS,i |2
Thus, given a certain α, R̄S,i = 1−α
).
2 W log2 (1 +
W N0
C
can be deterBased on the degree of the satisfaction, Pmax
mined, which is a function of α. As shown in (6), R̄SEC
is related to α, β, and the transmission power PR and PJ ,
C
. From PU’s perspective, the
which are constrained by Pmax
objective of cooperation is to maximize the overall secrecy
rate R̄SEC . Therefore, the PU chooses the time allocation
coefficients α and β, while the SUs determine the optimal
transmission power for cooperation, which can be formulated
as the following optimization problem:
max R̄SEC

α,β,PR ,PJ

C
C
s.t. 0 < α, β < 1, 0 ≤ PR ≤Pmax
, 0 ≤ PJ ≤ Pmax
.

(8)

B. Cooperation Parameters Determination
The time allocation coefficients and transmission power can
be optimized by solving the above optimization problem. To
do this, the procedure can be divided into two steps: i) given
α, R and J select the optimal transmission power; and ii) S
selects the optimal α , β  to maximize the secrecy rate, aware
of the results of the first step.
From (6), for a given α, the overall secrecy rate R̄SEC not
only depends on RD − RE , but also on β. In fact, R̄SEC can

(9)

where RR , RD and RE are given by (1), (2), and (3),
respectively. The derivation is given in the Appendix. Note
R
.
that given α, the optimal β  = RRR+R
D
In the literature, most of the existing works assume the time
duration for the transmission from S to R and from R to D are
equal, and try to maximize RD −RE based on this assumption.
However, RR and RD are typically not the same. Furthermore,
the overall transmission rate is the minimum one between R̄R
and R̄D for DF strategy. Thus, it is not optimal to assign equal
duration for these two phases. From (9), it can be seen that
the secrecy rate cannot achieve the optimum value by only
maximizing RD − RE . This is because when RD increases,
RD − RE increases, but β decreases. Note that the objective
function in (9) has encapsulated the above factors and in this
paper we study the nontrivial case where the secrecy rate is
positive.
1) Power Allocation: Since the relay is leveraged to increase the transmission rate at destination compared with that
at the eavesdropper, it requires that |hRD | > |hRE |. The job of
the jammer is to create more interference at the eavesdropper
than at the destination and it is necessary that |hJE | > |hJD |.
In what follows, to achieve the maximum secrecy rate, the
optimal transmission power of relay SU and jammer SU are
analyzed, respectively, when α is given.
a) Relay SU: Since RR is fixed, maximizing R̄SEC =
RR −RR (RR +RE ))/(RR +RD ) is equivalent to minimizing
f (PR , PJ )  (RR + RE )/(RR + RD ). Similar to [28], we
study the case in the low SNR regime, which corresponds
to the cases of long-distance transmissions or energy-limited
scenarios. We approximate log2 (1 + snr) ≈ snr [29]. Based
on (1), (2), (3), and the approximation, we have
f (PR , PJ ) =

ΨE + PR |hRE |2 /(W N0 + PJ |hJE |2 )
, (10)
ΨD + PR |hRD |2 /(W N0 + PJ |hJD |2 )

where ΨD = γ + ξ and ΨE = γ + δ. Take the first
order derivative of f with respect to PR and it is always
negative because |hRD | > |hRE |. Therefore, f (PR , PJ ) is
a monotonically decreasing function of PR and the optimal
C
transmission power PR is Pmax
for maximizing the secrecy
C
rate. Note that Pmax is a function of α.
b) Jammer SU: The optimal transmission power PJ
is selected such that the objective function in (10) can be
maximized. The derivative of (10) with respect to PJ is
proportional to a quadratic function in the following form:
∂f
∝ ψ1 · PJ2 + ψ2 · PJ + ψ3 ,
∂PJ
where
ψ1 =|hJD ||hJE |PR (|hRD |ΨE |hJE | − |hRE |ΨD |hJD |)
ψ2 =2|hJD ||hJE |N0 PR (|hRD |ΨE − |hRE |ΨD )
ψ3 =|hRD ||hRE |PR2 N0 (|hJD | − |hJE |)+

N02 (|hRD |ΨE |hJE | − |hRE |ΨD |hJE |).

(11)
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Since |hRD | > |hRE | and |hJE | > |hJD |, we have ψ1 > 0,
C
ψ2 > 0, and PR = Pmax
. If ψ3 > 0, there is no positive root
∂f
for the quadratic function in (11) and ∂P
> 0 for the range
J
C

from 0 to Pmax . Thus, PJ equals to 0 to maximize the secrecy
rate, indicating a non-jamming
scenario. If ψ3√< 0, there is
√
−ψ2 + ψ22 −4ψ1 ψ3
−ψ2 + ψ22 −4ψ1 ψ3
. When
>
one positive root
2ψ1
2ψ1
∂f
C
C

Pmax
, ∂P
<
0
for
the
range
from
0
to
P
and
hence
P
max
J
J
C

should be
√ selected as Pmax . Otherwise, PJ should be equal
to

−ψ2 +

ψ22 −4ψ1 ψ3
.
2ψ1

2) Time Allocation: From (9), the objective function has
taken the factor of β into consideration. Given α, the optimal
transmission power of SUs has been obtained in the previous
section. Therefore, the optimal β  can be easily determined
by
β =

RR
,
RR + RD

(12)

where RD is the transmission rate at D when R and J choose
the optimal transmission power.
The optimal α can be determined by solving the following
equation:
α = arg max αβ(RD − RE )

(13)

Note that β, RD , and RE are all functions of α (0 < α < 1).
IV. C-B C OOPERATION S CHEME WITH E-CSI
In this section, we discuss the cooperation between the PU
and a cluster of SUs when E-CSI is available. We propose a
three-phase cooperation scheme and a two-phase cooperation
scheme for the scenarios in the presence of an eavesdropper
and multiple eavesdroppers, respectively. To maximize the
secrecy rate, time allocation and weights selection are jointly
considered.
A. C-B Scheme for Single Eavesdropper (CBSE)
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weights of all SUs in the cluster and N be the number of SUs
in the cluster. Then, the received signals yD,2 and yE,2 at D
and E in the second phase can be written respectively as:
yD,2 = h†RD ws̃ + nRD
yE,2 = h†RE ws̃ + nRE

(16)

where hRD = [h∗D,1 , h∗D,2 , ..., h∗D,N ]T and hRE =
[h∗E,1 , h∗E,2 , ..., h∗E,N ]T . Note that hD,i and hE,i are the complex channel coefficients from the ith SU in the cluster to D
and E, respectively, where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N }. nRD and nRE
are the noise at D and E, respectively.
Assume that the cooperating SUs use the same codewords
as S. The transmission rate at D and E are given as follows:
w† hRD h†RD w
)
N0 W
w† hRE h†RE w
RE = W log2 (1 + δ +
),
N0 W

RD = W log2 (1 + ξ +

(17)

where ξ and δ are the same as that in (2) and (3), respectively.
Substituting (14) and (17) into (6), we can obtain the overall
secrecy rate.
b) Overall Transmission Rate of SUs: In the third phase,
the SUs in the cluster transmit the data to the secondary
receiver via collaborative beamforming. The overall rate R̄S
at the secondary receiver can be given by
R̄S = (1 − α)W log2 (1 +

v† hRS h†RS v
),
N0 W

(18)

where v is the column vector of the weights of all cooperating SUs for the secondary transmission and hRS =
[h∗S,1 , h∗S,2 , ..., h∗S,N ]T . Note that hS,i is the complex channel
coefficient from the ith SU in the cluster to the secondary
receiver. To maximize the transmission rate, the SUs select
the optimal v , under the total power constraint, which can be
formulated as follows:
max v† hRS h†RS v

v
(19)
1) Problem Formulation:
s.t. v† v ≤ Pmax
a) Secrecy Rate of PU: In the presence of one eavesdropper, the cooperation is performed in a three-phase fashion, as To achieve the maximum transmission rate, v should lie in
shown in Fig. 2(a).√In the first phase, the PU broadcasts to the the space spanned by hRS . Thus, v can be given by v =
√
cluster the signal P s, where s is the information symbol
Pmax hhRS
, where  hRS  is the Euclidean norm of hRS .
RS 
2
with E{|s| } = 1, which is overheard by D and E. In order Therefore, given a certain α, the overall transmission rate R̄S
for all the cluster members to successfully decode the signal, is given by
the transmission rate RR from S to C is determined by the
Pmax  hRS 2
worst channel between S and the cluster members.
(20)
).
R̄S = (1 − α)W log2 (1 +
N0 W
P |hSR,i |2
(14)
RR = W log2 (1 + min
),
c) Secrecy Rate Maximization: Similar to Section III-A2
i
N0 W
and III-A3, the cluster of SUs, as a whole, determines the
where hSR,i is the channel from S to ith SU in the cluster. maximum power P C for cooperation based on the satismax
Denote by yD,1 and yE,1 the signal received at D and E in faction obtained. Substituting
(14) and (17) into (9), we can
the first phase, respectively, which can be given by
obtain
R̄
.
To
maximize
R̄
SEC
SEC , the PU selects the optimal
√
time
allocation
coefficients
and
the SUs determine the best
yD,1 = P hSD s + nSD
√
(15) beamforming weights under a total power constraint.
yE,1 = P hSE s + nSE
2) Cooperation Parameters Determination:
where nSD and nSE are the noise at D and E, respectively.
a) Optimal Weight Selection: The SUs select the optimal
In the second phase, each SU in the cluster decodes the weight w to maximize the secrecy rate R̄SEC . From (9),
received symbol and forwards a weighted version of the re- given α, maximizing R̄SEC is equivalent to maximizing
encoded symbol s̃ to D. Let w be the column vector of the (RR + RD )/(RR + RE ). Substituting (17) into it, the optimal
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weight can be determined by solving the following problem.
ΨD + w† hRD h†RD w
max
†
w Ψ + w† h
E
RE hRE w
C
s.t. w† w ≤ Pmax
where ΨD =(γ + ξ)N0 W and ΨE = (γ + δ)N0 W . Let us
C ŵ, where ŵ† ŵ=1. The above problem is
rewrite w = Pmax
then transformed into the following form:
max
w

s.t.

ΨD + pŵ† hRD h†RD ŵ
ΨE + pŵ† hRE h†RE ŵ
†

ŵ ŵ = 1, p ≤

(21)

C
Pmax

ŵ

s.t.

ŵ† QRD ŵ

ŵ† QRE ŵ
ŵ† ŵ = 1

(22)

where
QRD =

ΨD
ΨE
I + hRD h†RD and QRE = C I + hRE h†RE .
C
Pmax
Pmax

The problem in (22) is a generalized eigenvector problem
and the optimal ŵ is selected as the uniform eigenvector of
QRD Q−1
eigenvalue. Therefore,
RE corresponding to
its largest
C ŵ .
given α, the optimal w = Pmax
b) Time Allocation: Similar to III-B2, β  can be determined by substituting (17) into (12), when optimal w
is selected. The optimal α can be determined by solving
the following problem, when the optimal weights and β are
selected.
α = arg max αβ(RD − RE )

(23)

Note that β, RD , and RE are all functions of α (0 < α < 1).
B. C-B Scheme for Multiple Eavesdroppers (CBME)
1) Problem Formulation: For the case of multiple eavesdroppers, the cooperation can be performed in a two-phase
way, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The operation in the first phase
is the same as that in the previous cases and the transmission
rate RR is given in (14).
In the second phase, instead of relaying the PU’s data
and transmitting its own data in different phases, the cluster
transmits x which is the sum of the weighted version of the
PU’s information symbol s̃ and its information symbol z with
E{|z|2 } = 1. Therefore, x can be represented by x = ws̃+vz,
where w and v are the column vectors of the weights of
all SUs for transmitting the PU’s symbol and SUs’ symbol,
respectively. Then, the received signals yD,2 and yE,2 at D and
eavesdroppers in the second phase can be written respectively
as:
yD,2 = h†RD ws̃ + h†RD vz + nRD

yE,2 = H†RE ws̃ + H†RE vz + nRE

| h†RS v |2
(25)
).
N0 W
Different from the pervious case, it is not necessary to
enforce the PU to grant a reasonable period of time to SUs due
to the following reasons: i) relaying PU’s data and transmitting
SUs’ data occupy the same period, and hence, the PU itself
will not just allocate a quite short duration for the second
phase, which affects the PU’s performance as well; and ii) the
cluster can achieve the expected transmission rate R̄EX on its
own, i.e., R̄S = R̄EX , by choosing w and v. Denote by P1 and
P2 the transmission power for relaying the PU’s data s̃ and
transmitting its own data z, respectively, where P1 = w† w and
P2 = v† v. Since the cluster has a total power budget Pmax , it
holds that P1 + P2 ≤ Pmax . To maximize the secrecy rate of
the PU and guarantee the expected transmission rate R̄EX of
the SUs, the cluster chooses the suitable w and v under the
total power constraint, while the PU determines α.
2) Cooperation√ Parameters Determination:
For conve√
nience, let w = P1 ŵ and v = P2 v̂, respectively, where
ŵ† ŵ = 1 and v̂† v̂ = 1. To select the optimal w and v , we
perform the following two steps: i) determine the optimal ŵ
and v̂ given P1 and P2 ; and ii) select P1 and P2 , based on
the results of the previous step.
a) Step 1: We first determine the optimal ŵ and v̂ .
For v̂, the objective is to maximize the transmission rate at
the secondary receiver, under the constraint of no interference
at D. Therefore, the optimal v̂ can be determined by solving
the following optimization problem.
R̄S = (1 − α)W log2 (1 +

To guarantee R̄SEC to be positive, it is necessary that the
numerator is greater than the denominator. Due to this necessary condition, the derivative of the objective function in
(21) with respect to p is positive and R̄SEC is maximized
C
when p = Pmax
. Thus, the above optimization problem can
be further rewritten as
max

where HRE is the matrix of channel coefficients between
the SUs and eavesdroppers, and nRE is the noise vector at
eavesdroppers. To transmit the PU’s data and its own data
simultaneously, the cluster utilizes the approach based on zeroforcing beamforming, which is similar to the work in [30].
By doing so, the SUs’ transmission will not interfere with the
concurrent transmission of the PU, and vice versa. To this end,
v should be in the null space of h†RD such that h†RD v = 0 and
w should be in the null space of h†RS such that h†RS w = 0.
Therefore, the overall transmission rate R̄S at the secondary
receiver is

(24)

max| h†RS v̂ |2
v̂

(26)

s.t. h†RD v̂ =0 and v̂† v̂ = 1

From (26), it can be seen that v̂ is orthogonal to hRD ,
which means v̂ belongs to the subspace of h⊥
RD , i.e., the null
space of hRD . To maximize the objective function in (26), the
optimal v̂ should be selected in the direction of the orthogonal

projection of hRS onto h⊥
RD . Thus, v̂ can be determined as
follows:
†



v̂ =
†

(I − ĥRD ĥRD )hRS
†

 (I − ĥRD ĥRD )hRS 

,

(27)

where I − ĥRD ĥRD is the orthogonal projector onto h⊥
RD and
ĥRD is the normalized vector of hRD .
For ŵ, the objective is to maximize the secrecy rate of
the PU. Due to the presence of multiple eavesdroppers, it
is typically difficult to obtain the optimal ŵ . Instead, a
suboptimal solution is devised as follows. The cluster selects
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ŵ to null out the PU’s information at all eavesdroppers5,
i.e., H†RE ŵ = 0. By doing so, the transmission rate at all
eavesdroppers are zero. Thus, maximizing the secrecy rate is
equivalent to maximizing RD , which can be given by
RD = W log2 (1 + ξ + P2

| h†RD ŵ |2
),
N0 W

(28)

where ξ is the same as that in (2).
As mentioned before, w should also be in the null space
of h†RS . Thus, the optimal ŵ can be selected such that |
h†RD ŵ | is maximized under the constraint that H†RE ŵ = 0
and h†RS w = 0. Define a matrix HR , which contains hRS and
HRE , i.e., HR = [hRS HRE ]. Then, the constraint becomes
H†R w = 0. To satisfy it, ŵ should belong to the subspace of
†
H⊥
R , i.e., the null space of HR . To maximize | hRD ŵ |, the
†

optimal ŵ should be closest to hRD and meanwhile belongs

to H⊥
R . Thus, ŵ should be the orthogonal projection of hRD

onto the subspace H⊥
R . Then, ŵ can be given by
ŵ =

(I − HR (H†R HR )−1 H†R )hRD

 (I − HR (H†R HR )−1 H†R )hRD 

,

(29)

where I − HR (H†R HR )−1 H†R is the orthogonal projector on
H⊥
R.
b) Step 2: Determination of P1 , P2 and α. Substituting
(27) and (29) into (25) and (28), respectively, it can be seen
that R̄S is a function of P1 and α, while RD is a function of
P2 . Given a certain α, the cluster needs to select P1 to meet
the expected transmission rate R̄EX and the rest of power,
i.e., P2 , contributes to RD . Similar to the Appendix, when the
D
secrecy rate is maximized, we have α = RRR+R
. Therefore,
D
we have the following equations:
(1 − α)W log2 (1 +

P1 | h†RS v̂ |2
) = R̄EX
N0 W

RD
α=
P 1 + P 2 = Pmax .
RR + RD

(30)

Solving the above equations, we have
P1 =

(RR N0 + W ξN0 + | h†RD ŵ |2 )R̄EX

RR | h†RS v̂ |2 + | h†RD ŵ |2 R̄EX
N0 R̄EX
α=1−
P1 | h†RS v̂ |2

(31)

V. C-B C OOPERATION S CHEME WITHOUT E-CSI (CBNE)
When E-CSI is unknown, it is impossible for the PU to
determine the optimal length for the rewarding time, i.e., (1 −
α)T . Therefore, from the perspective of the PU, it desires
that the SUs will make their best efforts to help for secure
communication. To this end, the PU grants a period time to
SUs such that the need of SUs can be met, i.e., R̄EX of the
SUs can be obtained. In return, the SUs will make the best
efforts to help the PU, i.e., to devote the maximum power
Pmax for cooperation.
5 Note that the number of SUs needs to be greater than that of eavesdroppers
for this purpose.
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A. Problem Formulation
The cooperation is carried out in a three-phase fashion, as
shown in Fig. 2(a). In the first phase, the transmission rate
from S to the cluster and D are the same as in Section IV-A,
which are given by (14) and (17), respectively.
In the second phase, all the cluster members transmit a
combination of a weighted version of the re-encoded symbol
s̃ and an artificial noise. Similar to [31], the artificial noise is
leveraged to mask the concurrent transmission from S to D. As
such, the cluster transmits x, which is given by x = ws̃ + na ,
where w is the column vector of the weights of all SUs in
the cluster and na is the artificial noise. Then, the received
signals yD,2 and yE,2 at D and eavesdroppers in the second
phase can be written as:
yD,2 = h†RD ws̃ + h†RD na + nRD
yE,2 = h†RE ws̃ + h†RE na + nRE

(32)

As mentioned before, the total power constraint of the
cluster for cooperation is Pmax . Denote the power spent for
transmitting the information symbol s̃ and the artificial noise
na by PI and PN , respectively. It holds that PI +PN ≤ Pmax .
To enhance the security of the PU, the cluster has to allocate
the power properly.
Due to the unknown CSI related to the eavesdroppers,
the cluster performs in the following way. In order to avoid
interfering with D, the artificial noise should be transmitted in
the null space of hRD such that h†RD na = 0. Moreover, instead
of transmitting in certain dimension, the power of artificial
noise should be spread uniformly in the dimensions of the
null space of hRD [27]. Since the artificial noise does not
interfere with D but the eavesdroppers, more power allocated
to the artificial noise is more beneficial to increase the secrecy
rate. However, allocating all the power to the artificial noise
will cause that the transmission rate at D becomes extremely
low, which is not desired. To avoid this, the power allocated to
information symbol transmission, i.e., w† w, should guarantee
that the transmission rate at D is above a predefined required
transmission rate, which is similar to the work in [17]. Denote
this predefined rate by R̄Q and R̄D should be greater than
R̄Q in order to meet this requirement. Therefore, the cluster
allocates the minimum power for the information symbol
transmission to achieve R̄Q so that more power can be left
to be utilized to confound the eavesdroppers.
The last phase is the same as that in Section IV-A and the
overall transmission rate R̄S can be expressed as (20), for a
given α.
B. Cooperation Parameters Determination
1) Optimal Weight Selection: To achieve the above goal,
we first determine the minimum power for R̄Q , which can be
obtained by solving the following problem:
min w† w
w

s.t.

αW log2 (1 + ξ+

w† hRD h†RD w
) ≥ R̄Q ,
N0 W

(33)

where ξ is the same as in (2). The left hand side of the
constraint is the overall transmission rate, which equals to α
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RQ
 = hRD h† and
where ϑ = N0 W ( αW
− ξ). Defining H
RD
applying the method of Lagrange multipliers, the Lagrange
multiplier function is given by

(35)

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. Take the derivative of
L(w, λ) with respect to w† , and let it be equal to zero. Then,
 = w . It can be seen that 1/λ is the eigenvalue
we have Hw
λ

of H, while w is the corresponding eigenvector. Multiplying
both sides of this equation by w† λ, we can obtain
 = λϑ,
w† w = λw† Hw

(36)

where the last equality holds due to the constraint in (34). It
can be seen that minimizing the transmission power, i.e., w† w,
is equivalent to minimizing λ or to maximizing 1/λ, since ϑ
is a constant. Therefore, the optimal w should be selected as
 corresponding to its largest eigenvalue.
the eigenvector of H
In other words, w can be given by w = ςn, where n is the

normalized
 principal eigenvector of H and the scalar ς is given

by ς = n†ϑHn
 . With w , the cluster spends the minimum
power to meet the QoS requirement, and then, more power
can be utilized to spread the artificial noise to confound the
eavesdroppers.
2) Time Allocation: β  can be determined by substituting
(17) into (12), when the optimal w is selected. The PU selects
α such that the SUs can achieve the expected transmission rate
and in return the SUs make their best efforts to help the PU.
The overall transmission rate R̄S at the secondary receiver is
given in (20). To achieve R̄EX , α can be determined as
α=1−

R̄EX
Pmax  hRS 2
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multiplied by RD in (17). The inequality constraint yields the
same result as the equality constraint. Thus, for the low SNR
regime, the constraint can be further represented by

 − ϑ),
L(w, λ) = w† w − λ(w† Hw

0.12

|hRD|

Fig. 3. Overall secrecy rate of PU versus α for R-J scheme for |h2S | =0.4, 0.6,
0.8, respectively (|hRD |2 = 0.8, |hRE |2 = 0.5, |hJ D |2 = 0.4, |hJ E |2 =
0.8, and REX =0.4 bit/s/Hz).

w† hRD h†RD w = ϑ,

R−J
EDRJ

0.14

(37)

Fig. 4. Comparison between R-J scheme and EDRJ scheme (|hSD |2 =
0.3, |hSE |2 = 0.4, |hSR |2 = 0.6, |hRE |2 = 0.3, |hJ D |2 = 0.3, and
|hJ E |2 = 0.5)

VI. S IMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results to provide insight of the proposed cooperation schemes. In the simulation,
the bandwidth W and T are set to be one unit, while Pmax
and noise power are set to 2 mw and 1 mw, respectively. For
R-J scheme, Fig. 3 shows the trends of the overall secrecy
rate R̄SEC of the PU with respect to the time allocation
coefficient α, for different channel hS between the SU and
its corresponding receiver. It can be seen that R̄SEC first
increases and then decreases with α increasing due to the
fact that SUs determine their effort according to the time that
the PU grants to them. In addition, the maximum R̄SEC is
circled for the three lines and the corresponding optimal α
is 0.5, 0.55, and 0.6, respectively. Moreover, both R̄SEC and
the optimal α increase when the channel gain |hS | increases.
This is because a better channel condition between the SU
and its corresponding receiver results in a better transmission
rate, and hence, the PU can allocate a shorter period of time
to SUs to achieve the same level of SUs’ effort, or the SUs
are willing to devote more transmission power for cooperation
when given the same rewarding time.
Fig. 4 shows R̄SEC of the PU obtained by using R-J
scheme and equal-duration relay jammer (EDRJ) scheme. The
only difference between EDRJ scheme and R-J scheme is
that the time durations for the first two phases in EDRJ are
equal and the secrecy rate is maximized without considering
time allocation. It can be seen that R-J scheme outperforms
EDRJ because R-J scheme jointly optimizes the time and
transmission power to maximize R̄SEC . In other words, the
scheme without considering time allocation is not optimal,
which is consistent to the analysis in Section III-B.
Fig. 5 shows the access time of SUs (i.e., 1 − α∗ ) when
cooperating with the PU using R-J scheme. It can be seen
that the access time decreases when the channel gain of hRS
increases. This is because with a better channel, the PU can
grant a shorter time to SUs to obtain the same level of efforts
from SUs to maximize the PU’s secrecy rate. It also shows that
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Fig. 5. Access time of SUs versus channel condition hRS for R-J scheme.

Fig. 7. Comparison between CBSE scheme and EDCB scheme (|hRE | =
0.3, |hSD | = 0.3, |hSE | = 0.4, N = 3, and the worst channel |hSR,i |2 =
0.4).
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Fig. 6. Overall secrecy rate of the PU versus α for CBSE scheme (|hSD |2 =
0.3, |hSE |2 = 0.4, the worst channel |hSR,i |2 is set to 0.4).

Fig. 8. Comparison between R-J scheme and CBSE scheme.

with a smaller expected transmission rate, the PU can grant a
shorter time to SUs to achieve the same level of SUs’ effort,
or the SUs are willing to devote more transmission power for
cooperation when given the same rewarding time.
Fig. 6 shows R̄SEC of the PU when cooperating with a
cluster of SUs. For simplicity, the complex channels between
all the SUs and D are approximately the same and equal to
π
ej 4 ; similarly the complex channels between SUs and E are
π
set to 0.8ej 4 . It can be seen that there exists an optimal

α such that R̄SEC can achieve the maximum value. This is
because of the result of the strategy of SUs, which is presented
in the system model. Moreover, R̄SEC increases when the total
number of SUs (N ) in the cluster increases. This is because
more SUs can provide larger array gain to increase the secrecy
rate.
In the following simulations, the complex channel coefficient h is given by |h| · ejθ , where |h| is the channel gain and
θ is uniformly distributed in [0, 2π). We obtain the average
results using Monte Carlo simulation which consists of 1000
trials. Fig. 7 shows R̄SEC of the PU obtained by using CBSE

and equal-duration cluster beamforming scheme (EDCB) in
the presence of an eavesdropper. The only difference between
EDCB and CBSE is that the time durations for the first two
phases are equal in EDCB and the secrecy rate is maximized
without considering time allocation. It can be seen that CBSE
outperforms EDCB. That is because CBSE jointly optimizes
the time and beamforming weights to maximize R̄SEC .
Fig. 8 shows R̄SEC of the PU obtained by using CBSE
scheme and R-J scheme. When the size of the cluster is equal
to 2, which is the same to the number of SUs in R-J scheme,
the secrecy rate obtained using CBSE is higher than that of R-J
scheme. Moreover, the secrecy rate increases with the number
of SUs in the cluster. This is because more SUs can provide
larger array gain to increase the secrecy rate.
Fig. 9 shows the access time of SUs using CBSE scheme
when cooperating with the PU. It reveals that the access time
reduces when the channel gain increases. The reason is that
the PU can grant a shorter time to SUs to get the same
efforts from SUs. Moreover, a smaller expected rate results in
a shorter access time, since SUs needs less time for a smaller
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Fig. 11. Minimum transmission power versus |hRD | for CBNE scheme
(|hRE | = 0.4, |hRD | = 0.5, 0.1, R̄Q = 0.5 b/s/Hz and N = 3).
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expected rate. With more SUs in the cluster, the access time
will be reduced because more SUs provide larger array gain
to increase the transmission rate.
Fig. 10 shows the overall secrecy rate of the PU with respect
to the number of eavesdroppers (M ) for different expected
transmission rate of SUs. It can be seen that R̄SEC drops as
M increases. Moreover, it can also be seen that a lower R̄EX
results in a larger overall secrecy rate. This is because the SUs
can spend less transmission power to achieve a lower R̄EX ,
and hence more power can be used to increase the secrecy
rate of the PU.
Fig. 11 shows the minimum transmission power of SUs
with respect to |hRD | for different expected transmission rate
of SUs. It can be seen that the minimum transmission power
drops as |hRD | increases. This is because SUs can spend less
transmission power to achieve the same QoS requirement, with
a better channel condition. It can also be seen that a smaller
R̄EX results in a lower transmission power. The reason is that
only a shorter time is needed for SUs to achieve a smaller

Fig. 12. Minimum transmission power versus the number of SUs for CBNE
scheme (|hRD | = 0.5, R̄EX = 0.3 b/s/Hz).

R̄EX , which causes a larger α; and then, the SUs can spend
less transmission power to achieve the same R̄Q .
Fig. 12 shows the trends of the minimum transmission
power of SUs versus the number of SUs in the cluster. It
can be seen that the minimum transmission power drops as the
number of SUs increases. Moreover, a smaller |hRS | results in
a larger transmission power. This is because a longer duration
for rewarding time is needed for SUs to achieve R̄EX when
|hRS | is smaller, which causes a smaller α; and hence, the
SUs need to spend more transmission power to help the PU
to satisfy the QoS requirement.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed two types of cooperative
spectrum access to enhance the security of the PU and provide
channel access opportunities to SUs. In order to enhance the
security, the PU can either cooperate with two individual SUs
(R-J scheme) or a cluster of SUs (C-B scheme). For R-J
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scheme, the two SUs act as one relay and one friendly jammer
to increase the secrecy rate of the PU in the presence of
one eavesdropper. For C-B scheme, a cluster of SUs enhance
the secrecy of the PU’s communication via collaborative
beamforming. Especially, for C-B scheme, three cooperation
approaches have been proposed for the scenarios with one
eavesdropper, with multiple eavesdroppers, and without any
information about eavesdroppers. To maximize the secrecy
rate, joint time and transmission power allocation is considered
in R-J scheme, while time allocation and weight selection are
jointly optimized in C-B schemes. We have shown through
simulation results that with the proposed schemes, the secrecy
of PU’s communications can be significantly enhanced and the
SUs can acquire certain access time.
In our future work, for R-J scheme, we plan to introduce the
degrees of freedom provided by quadrature signaling to share
the rewarding time among relay and jammer SUs, similar to
the work in [9] [32]. Moreover, the partner selection will also
be considered. For C-B scheme, the cooperation for a more
general case where SUs have individual power constraints will
be studied. In addition, we will also consider how to cooperate
in the presence of imperfect CSI.
A PPENDIX
R
When α(1 − β)RR ≥ αβRD , we have β ≤ RRR+R
.
D
Then, the secrecy rate in (6) can be given by [αβRD −
αβRE ]+ = αβ[(RD − RE )]+ , which is a monotonically
increasing function with respect to β. To maximize the
R
.
secrecy rate, β should take the maximum value RRR+R
D
RR
Substituting β = RR +RD into (6), the secrecy rate can
D −RE ) +
be rewritten as follows: R̄SEC = α[ RRR(R
] . When
R +RD
RR
α(1 − β)RR ≤ αβRD , we have β ≥ RR +RD . Then, the
secrecy rate in (6) can be given by [α(1 − β)RR − αβRE ]+ .
which is a monotonically decreasing function of β. To maximize the secrecy rate, β should take the minimum value
RR
RR
RR +RD . Substituting β = RR +RD into (6), the secrecy rate
D −RE ) +
can be rewritten as follows: R̄SEC = α[ RRR(R
] . As
R +RD
shown above, for the two cases, to maximize the R̄SEC ,
R
. Moreover, when β takes the
β always equals to RRR+R
D
optimal value, it holds that α(1 − β)RR = αβRD . Thus,
D −RE ) +
R +RE
R̄SEC = α[ RRR(R
] = α[RR − RRR(R
)]+ .
R +RD
R +RD
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